ABSTRACT In order to improve the edge caching efficiency of the fog radio access network (F-RAN), this paper put forward a distributed deep Q-learning-based content caching scheme based on user preference prediction and content popularity prediction. Given that the constraint that the storage capacity of each device is limited, and the optimization problem is formulated so as to maximize the caching hit rate. Specifically, by taking users' selfishness into consideration, user preference is predicted in an offline manner by applying popular topic models. Then, the online predicted content popularity is achieved by combining the network topology relationship together with the obtained user preference. Finally, with the predicted user preference and content popularity, the deep Q-learning network (DQN)-based content caching algorithm is proposed to achieve the optimal content caching strategy. Moreover, we further present a content update policy with user preference and content popularity prediction, so that the proposed algorithm can handle the variations of contents popularity in a timely manner. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves better caching hit rate compared with existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT) and the proliferation of smart terminals, mobile users are increasingly craving for high-quality network services with high quality of experience (QoE) which the users are willing to pay more. Faced with the tremendous growing demand for mobile multimedia services and the everincreasing volume of data traffic, backhaul links with limited capacity are bounded to suffer from tremendous pressure. Under such situations, device-to-device (D2D) communication has emerged as a promising solution which serves an effective offload method by allowing direct content transmission between two devices so as to alleviate the load pressure of the 5th generation (5G) wireless network. On the other hand, in order to meet the large-scale/high-real-time requirements of wireless signal processing of cloud radio access network (C-RAN) and deal with the problem of non-ideal
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ning Zhang. fronthaul limitation between remote radio head (RRH) and baseband unit (BBU) of heterogeneous cloud radio access network (H-CRAN), F-RAN network architecture is proposed in [1] , which makes full use of the caching capability of edge devices to relive the load pressure of 5G wireless network by placing the popular content as close as possible to the requesting edge users. However, due to limitations in storage capacity and fluctuations with user demand, the caching problem concerning of F-RAN faces numerous challenges. How and when to strategically store contents in fog access points (FAPs), fog user equipments (FUEs) and base stations (BSs) in order to achieve a higher caching hit rate become a crucial question.
At present, a promising technique is to cache the popular contents in the network edges (e.g., BSs, FAPs and UEs) [2] . In this way, contents can be shared between devices which enables data services locally with low access latency [3] and reduces the heavy duplicated content distribution in backhaul networks. According to its location, the caching scheme can be further classified into BS caching [4] , FAP caching [5] VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and D2D based caching [6] . For content update schemes, traditional policies such as least recently used (LRU) [7] , and least frequently used (LFU) [8] have already been widely applied in wired networks. However, due to the coverage variation and storage capacities difference of BSs, FAPs and FUEs, the traditional schemes are no longer applicable to F-RAN. This is because these schemes cannot dynamically predict content popularity and user preference which will result in a sharp degradation of user experience. As a result, recent works turn to explore more complex edge caching policies. In [9] , popularity trends are tracked by predicting content popularity in an online manner according to current user preference and characteristics of the requested content.
In [10] , probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) models are proposed to optimize caching policy for D2D, where user request behavior is built as a probabilistic model of collaborative filtering. Moreover, by using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, model parameters are then estimated so as to increase traffic offloading gain. Furthermore, many efforts have been devoted to developing the protocols and algorithms using the learning based algorithms to obtain optimal solutions [11] , [12] . Among current studies, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based algorithm is the research focus [13] . DRL, which is an effective method for extracting multi-layer features including abstract and semantic information, combines deep learning (DL) with reinforcement learning (RL) to learn control strategies directly from high-dimensional raw data. In [14] , Q-learning based distributed content replacement strategy is proposed to replace the contents from all the users locally with the minimum system cost. In [15] , user mobility and content popularity are predicted by the echo state networks (ESNs) and a deep Q-learning network (DQN) based algorithm is used to optimize the content distribution problem. As one of the important research branches of DRL, much attention has already been paid to the application of DQN with wireless communication. However, current literature rarely combines DQN with content caching algorithms. Furthermore, most of the above studies only consider the content caching policies for FUE (or FAP, or BS, individually) where key factors such as content popularity, user preference are assumed perfectly known and unchanged with time. In fact, content popularity has the property of homophily and timely which is derived by the statistic of user requests within a certain period and changes with time. Moreover, user preference reflects the probability of a content requested by a particular user which cannot represent the preference of all users. Hence, the above assumptions are invalid and not rigorous.
Motivated by previous works, this paper proposes a distributed deep Q-learning based content caching strategy considering user preference and content popularity prediction. We first use historical information to obtain user preference in an offline way. Combines with the specific network topology relationship between different devices, the online content popularity is then estimated. Finally, in order to maximize the caching hit rate, the optimal caching placement strategy is selected with the DQN algorithm. Furthermore, we also propose a real time based content update scheme which takes the timeliness of the cached content in to account. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as below:
(1) User preference prediction and content popularity prediction: In the fog radio access network scenario, two learning and prediction-based methods are proposed, which are user preference prediction algorithm and content popularity prediction algorithm, respectively.
(2) Distributed deep Q-learning content caching strategy:
A caching strategy that jointly considers the content caching policies for FUEs, FAPs and BSs is proposed. Specifically, we put forward a distributed deep Q-learning based content caching strategy which not only considers the D2D based caching strategy but also consider the FAP content caching policy and the BS content caching strategy. The best content caching strategy is then obtained with the DQN algorithm. (3) Content update strategy:By setting a specific update time, we also consider the real-time content update optimization strategy which combines user preference, content population and deep Q-learning together so as to improve the caching hit rate. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system model. Section III illustrates the distributed deep Q-learning content caching algorithm. Section IV introduces the content update strategies. Simulation results are shown in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is shown in Figure 1 . We consider a multicell scenario with the F-RAN architecture which consists of following network equipments (NEs): M FAPs, E BSs and In Table I , some important matrices that will be used in this paper are listed as follows.
As shown in the Fig.1 , the content is first downloaded from the cloud computing center, then can be shared by FUEs, FAPs, and BSs. Hence, for the edge users, three content distribution modes are considered, namely: BS to FUE, FAP to FUE and D2D, respectively. In order to model the complex network topology relationship between two NEs, we build a matrix T := t i,j (K +M +E)×(K +M +E) , where the rows and the columns consist of all NEs in the system. If the distance between FUE i and FUE j is less than or equal to d D2D , then t i,j = 1, otherwise t i,j = 0. Similarly, considering the communication distance constraint of d FAP and d BS , t i,j is expressed as
where d i,j represents the communication distance between NE i and NE j. In real life, some users are selfish, this means that these users might not willing to share their stored files with proximal users. Hence, we introduce a matrix Y := y i,j K ×K to represent users' sharing behaviors, where y i,j is defined as
According to Y, we then update the values of T. If y i,j = 1, then t i,j = 1, otherwise t i,j = 0. Hence, t i,j in (1) can be rewritten as
Similar as does in [10] , we use caching hit rate to reflect the caching performance, where P hit stands for the average probability that a user fetches the requested file during the finite time, which is given by
where g k represents the probability that FUE k sends a request, and
These parameters will be discussed in the next section.
B. THE PROBLEM FORMULATION OF CACHING POLICY OPTIMIZATION
Given the limited capacity of each NE, the object of this paper is to maximize the caching hit rate, where the optimal caching policy is built as,
where B f denotes the size of file f , L k , L FAP and L BS represent the storage capacities of the FUE k, FAP and BS, respectively. From the expression and constraints formulated in (5), it can be easily observed that optimization problem is a nonlinear constraint optimization problem. This is because parameters g k , p k,f and c i,f are actually coupled with each other. Hence the problem P1 is a NP-hard problem which have also been proved in [10] . Therefore, it is impossible to find an optimal solution within polynomial time. In the following section, we will solve the caching hit rate optimization problem by dividing the original problem into two subproblems. More specifically, in order to decouple p k,f and c i,f , we first adopt user preference and content popularity prediction to obtain caching probability matrix. Consequently, VOLUME 7, 2019 the optimal caching status matrix C which is composed by c i,f is then built. At last, a user preference and content popularitybased content caching algorithm with DQN is proposed to maximize the caching hit rate. The detailed algorithm will be introduced in Section III.
III. THE PROPOSED OPTIMIZED CACHING POLICY
In this section, we first model user preference with the topic model and then predict content popularity with user preference. Finally, we utilize user preference and content popularity with DQN to obtain optimal caching status matrix and get the optimal caching strategy.
A. USER PREFERENCE PREDICTION
Generally, user preference is modeled as the conditional probability distribution of a user's requests for every file when the user sends a request, which is represented by p k,f . Since users' preference always change with time, we adopt the user preference prediction method at FUEs side to improve the caching hit rate. Currently, little literature considers using topic model to predict user preference [16] - [20] . The topic model is a statistical model for discovering potential topics in a large number of files, which can overcome the shortcomings of inaccurate calculation of files similarity in traditional methods. Among current researched topic models, we use the pLSA model [10] to predict user preference. More specifically, based on historical information, we first construct a matrix to indicate the requesting behavior of users, and then use the EM algorithm to calculate the model parameters.
We build a matrix P U := p k,f K ×F to represent all user preferences. In the pLSA model, besides user variables and file variables, topic variables are also needed to model the topics of each file. Here, the topic set is defined as Z = z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z j , . . . , z z , and the relationship matrix X := [x f ,z ] F×Z between files and topics, where x f ,z can be expressed as
The requests of each FUE is modeled with the following three parameters: (1)g k , which is a probability that indicates FUE k sends a request. (2)P z j k , which is a conditional probability that means FUE kchooses topic z j . (3) P f | z j , which is a conditional probability describing that FUE kprefers file f in topic z j . The initial values of these parameters can be acquired from relationship matrix between files and topics X and historical information matrix N := n k,f K ×(F+1) , where n k,f denotes the total number that FUE k requests file f . File F + 1 indicates an empty file, and n k,(F+1) expresses that FUE k does not send the request. And the initial values of three parameters are determined as
The joint probability that FUE k requests file f is expressed as
where g k ∈ G, and G is a matrix to represent the probability of all FUEs requesting files.
In pLSA, we use the EM algorithm to estimate P z j k and P f | z j . To make the algorithm convergence, the EM algorithm includes two steps: the Expectation step and the Maximization step. In the Expectation step, posterior probability is computed for variable z j with current parameters, as follows
In the Maximization step, the parameters P f | z j and P z j k are updated to maximize the log-likelihood function , where can be formulated as
where P f | z j and P z j k are written as
With the EM algorithm, we can calculate the preference probability that FUE k requests file f as p k,f = P(k, f )/g k . Algorithm 1 illustrated the process of user preference prediction. Through Algorithm 1, we can obtain request probability matrix G and user preference P U .
B. CONTENT POPULARITY PREDICTION
In the previous section, user preference is modeled by matrix P U that reflects the individual interest of each FUE. However, such parameters cannot be directly applied to FAPs and BSs. This is because FAPs and BSs should consider the common interests of all FUEs in the content caching process, such as k , P (0) (f |z j ) and P (0) (z j |k) by formulas (7), (8) and (9); 2: while σ > δ do 3: Calculate P (i) (z j |k, f ) by formula (11); 4: Calculate P (i) (f |z j ) and P (i) (z j |k) by formulas (13) and (14)
G and P U ; Output: G and P U . common preference. Hence, in this part, we utilize content popularity to represent the common content preference of different FAPs and BSs.
Currently, content popularity is usually modeled by Zipf distribution [21] - [24] . However, such distribution actually does not involve with practical parameters such as caching status of FUEs, communication range, and so on. Hence, in order to gain the optimal caching strategy of BSs and FAPs, we use the already obtained user preference matrix P U and network topological relationship matrix T to predict the content popularity. Here, a matrix P FB := p i,f (M +E)×F is built to represent the content popularity of all FAPs and BSs, and p i,f is given by
. w k,i stands for the weight of transmission distance between two NEs and is defined as
where β is predefined by the system, which represents the minimum transmission distance between two NEs. Based on the above analysis, we achieve the process of content popularity prediction algorithm which is given in Algorithm 2. Through Algorithm 2, content popularity matrix P FB can be accomplished.
C. THE PROPOSED DQN BASED CACHING ALGORITHM
After obtaining user preference and content popularity, we can build the probability matrix P of the entire system by combining P U with P FB , where P is denoted as P := P U P FB .
By using the DQN algorithm together with P, we can get the optimal caching status matrix C so as to maximize the optimal content caching hit rate built in (5) .
The principle of DQN algorithm is shown in Figure 2 , which actually combines the properties of Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and Q-Learning together. Here the state set and the action set are represented as S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s i , . . . , s K +M +E } and A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a j , . . . , a K +M +E }, respectively, where s i stands for state i and a j expresses the action of choosing the next state j. As shown in the figure, DQN algorithm first uses a temporary reward to construct tags through Q-Learning algorithm, and then utilizes the CNN to predict each Q-value. Each DQN comprises two CNN networks with the same structure but different parameters. The MainNet which is built with CNN uses the latest parameter to predict the current Q-values. On the other hand, for the CNN structure based TargetNet, parameter − is utilized for a certain period to predict the target Q-values. Q s i ,a j , represents the output of MainNet, which is used to evaluate the Q-value of the current state-action pair; arg max a j Q s i ,a j , − represents the output of TargetNet, which can predicate the target Q-value of the next state-action pair. Specifically, the transition denoted by (s i , a j , r s i ,a j , s i ) can be obtained when NEs interact with the environment. These values are then stored in the replay memory matrix V, and are randomly applied for minibatch training. Finally, the parameter is updated according to loss function.
In order to obtain the optimal Q-values for the proposed DQN based caching algorithm, the following elements, including reward function, Q-Table and loss function, are essential. In the following part, we first give a brief introduction and then provide the expressions of each factor.
• Reward Function: In DQN algorithm, a temporary reward matrix R is needed to represent the temporary reward that a NE can obtain when it caches a file. Here, we define the reward matrix as
, where the value of r s i ,a j is calculated according to the following three factors. Firstly, we consider the path selection of content caching. Specifically, in order to relieve the pressure of the backhaul and fronthaul, we give D2D based caching the highest value. Next, the content caching process from FAP to FUE is assigned with the middle value. Finally, the content caching from BS to FUE is given the lowest value. Hence, the path selection is modeled as
where
, µ, α ∈ (0, 1), µ < α and θ is a constant. After selecting the caching path, network topology relationships are then taken into account. This is explained as if two NEs can establish a communication link, r s i ,a j will be given a non-zero value. Hence, r s i ,a j might be updated as
Finally, the communication distance between two NEs is taken into consideration. This is because in the content caching process, the shorter distance might result in smaller transmission delay. Based on the above assumptions, r s i ,a j is calculated by r s i ,a j = w i,j * r s i ,a j (19) • Q- 
where γ indicates the discount factor which is the effect of future rewards to the current decisions, and it follows that γ ∈ [0, 1]; s i and a j represent the next status and next action, where i ∈ [1, K + M + E], respectively. Since the updating problem of Q-Table becomes a function fitting problem, by updating the neural network parameter , the optimal Qvalue Q s i ,a j , is achieved by let Q function approximate to the optimal Q-value as follow,
where s i and a j delineate the current state and the current action, where i ∈ [1, K + M + E], respectively. • Loss Function: In order to update parameter , we need to construct a loss function as exhibited in Figure 3 . The loss function is characterized as
where Q s i ,a j , − is obtained as
The parameter can be updated by using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. After a certain time of iterations, the value of is then assigned to − .
After obtaining Q, we combine with the previously obtained P to obtain the caching status matrix C. The detailed description of the proposed optimal content caching algorithm is derived in Algorithm 3. Through Algorithm 3, caching status matrix C can be achieved so as to maximize the caching hit rate.
IV. THE PROPOSED CONTENT UPDATE POLICY
In the content delivery phase, each user requests a file according to its own preference. However, since user preference and content popularity will always change with time. Therefore, user preference and content popularity need to be updated in time so as to obtain the most effective caching probability matrix. In the following part, we will discuss the content update policies for different NEs respectively, and then the delay performance of the proposed algorithm is provided.
A. CONTENT UPDATE ALGORITHM FOR FUEs
In this subsection, we first consider the user preferences updating scheme. Since a FUE may send the request at any time according to its preference, there is no need to set the specific update time. This is because FUEs can immediately update the status of the cached file by sending a request.
Algorithm 3
The Proposed Distributed Deep Q-learning based Optimal Caching Algorithm Input P; T; G; Initialize: episode ← 10 6 ; Q ← 0;Q ← 0; C ← 0; P hit ← 0; 1: Calculate R according to formulas (17) , (18) 
P hit ← P hit ; 22:
end if 23: end for 24: end for Output: C.
By carrying out Algorithm 1 and 2, the latest user preference and content popularity are obtained, respectively. Consequently, the previous value of matrix C is acquired with Algorithm 3. Then, each individual user only needs to update a portion of matrix C by carrying out the proposed content update strategy which is shown in Algorithm 4.
B. CONTENT UPDATE ALGORITHM FOR FAPs AND BSs
Next, we will discuss the content update strategy of content popularity. Since the content popularity is employed at the FAP and BS sides, it is equivalent to discussing the content update process of the FAP and the BS. Unlike FUE update process, the update process of FAPs and BSs is a passive update process because they cannot reach timely information about user's demand. By setting an update timer and update the probability matrix of caching files, the FAPs and BSs can then refresh caching content status during the off-peak time of each period. At each new time period, by carrying out Algorithm 4 The Proposed Content Update Strategy of FUEs Input: P U ; T; C; 1: FUE k requests the file f ; 2: if the file f is no cached locally do 3: Filtering FUE k can select the best transmission device according to T and C;
Select the file f with the smallest user preference among the files stored in FUE k and delete it; 9:
end while 11: end if 12: end if 13: Update C and P U ; Output: C and P U .
Algorithm 1, the latest user preference is collected, and then the content popularity is predicted by carrying out Algorithm 2. Finally, all FAPs and BSs only update a portion of obtained the value of matrix through Algorithm 4.
C. DELAY ANALYSIS OF CONTENT UPDATE ALGORITHM
Delay is one of the key indicators that affect the performance of the content update process. Here, we first consider the content update delay from NE i to NE j during time t, which is expressed asˆ t i,j and calculated aŝ t i,j == T trans + T propa + T deal + T queue (24) whereˆ t i,j consists of four parts, namely, transmission delay T trans , propagation delay T propa , packet handling delay T deal and queuing delay T queue , respectively. Based on [25] , the third and the fourth item of Eq. (24) can be omitted during the content update process and we rewrite the Eq. (24) aŝ
For the first part in (25) , R ς denotes the data transmission rate. For the second item, D ς i,j represents the maximum propagation delay from NE i to NE j, whose value can be obtained from Table II according to [26] ; d y represents the maximum transmission distance when a specific content distribution mode is adopted between NE i and NE j, and
Then, we consider the average network delay during the content update period. The average network delay is defined as¯ t x and determined bȳ
N t (26) where N t donates the total number of communication links during the content update process. Since different content VOLUME 7, 2019 
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we provide numerical results to show the performance of our proposed schemes. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed content caching and update schemes in terms of caching hit rate, we compare the proposed algorithm with the existing schemes. Specifically, we consider the following three algorithms which are BS caching algorithm proposed in [4] , FAP caching proposed in [5] , and D2D based caching algorithm proposed in [6] . Moreover, we also compare the proposed update algorithm with LRU update proposed in [7] LFU update proposed in [8] and FAP update proposed in [9] . Fig.4 shows the caching hit rate performance of all the content caching strategies when the number of files is 100. As can be observed that the caching hit rate increases over time. This is because the caching decision can be more accurate with the increase of the user content requirements. It can also be recognized that the caching hit rate of the proposed scheme outperforms other schemes. The reason for this phenomenon is explained as FAP caching and BS caching will suffer from the cold start problem which is resulted from not enough user data at the initial time period. On the other hand, although the D2D caching strategy solves the cold start problem, it only considers the caching strategy of FUEs, while our proposed scheme considers the caching strategy of FAPs, FUEs, and BSs, which contributes to the higher caching hit rate. Fig.5 demonstrates the caching hit rate versus time during the content update phase when the number of files is 100. It can be discerned that the caching hit rate of the other three update strategies decrease with the update period while the performance of our proposed update scheme does not impact by time. It is explained as our proposed scheme adopt prediction during the update process and we also recognize the update policy of FUEs, FAPs, and BSs. Since LFU and LRU policies updating contents without predictive behavior, their caching hit rate is lower than the proposed strategy. On the other hand, although the FAP update adopts the prediction method during the update process, it only updates the file storage of FAPs. Consequently, it improves the caching hit rate compared with LFU and LRU, but its performance is not as good as the proposed update approach. Fig.6 presents the caching hit rate over time as the number of files varies. With the increasing number of files, the caching hit rate decreases accordingly. This is because given the limited storage of each NE, more files will be need to be cached in each NE which led to the decreased caching hit rate. Fig.7 displays the caching hit rate over time as the number of FUEs varies. Again, it can be observed that when the number of users increases, the caching hit rate also increase. This is owing to with the burgeoning number of users, the caching decision can be more accurate under the larger number of files. Fig.8 exhibits the normalized average delay of the network. In the simulation process, we set the file size as B f ∈ [1000, 3000] bits and data transmission rate R ς is 35Mbits/s. As can be observed from the figure, the delay performance of all strategies decreases with the increase of content update period. Moreover, the proposed update method can improve the delay performance over the current methods. This is because our proposed content update algorithm contains the update policies of FUEs, FAPs, and BSs. With the increase of content update period, the proposed scheme will become more accurate through learning and predicting behavior for the user preference and content popularity. While for the FAP update scheme, its delay performance is inferior to our scheme because it only holds the update algorithm for FAPs. On the other hand, for LRU and LFU schemes, the content updating process only deals with FUE updating issues without predictive behavior, which leads to the lowest normalized average delay.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel deep Q-learning based distributed content caching strategy that combines user preferences and content popularity together. Firstly, we build the caching hit rate maximizing problem which considers the storage limits of different equipments. Since the problem is NP-hard, instead of exhaustive searching methods, we propose a DQN based algorithm to solve this issue. In particular, user preference and content popularity are initially predicted by applying pLSA models and then used for constructing the content caching probability matrix. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm selects the optimal content caching path with the help of Q-values, which are obtained from DQN. Finally, the optimal content caching matrix is constructed by combing the predicted user preference and content popularity together, so as to improve the caching hit rate. Besides, we also deal with the issues of FUE content update process and FAP and BS content update process. The simulation results show that compared with the traditional schemes, the proposed caching and update strategy can significantly improve the content caching performance.
